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Mars has lost most of its initial water to space as atomic hydrogen and oxygen1,2. Space-26

craft measurements have determined that the hydrogen component of this loss undergoes27

large variations with season3–6 inconsistent with longstanding explanations7,8. The cause is28

incompletely understood, with likely contributions from seasonal changes in atmospheric29

circulation, dust activity, and solar extreme ultraviolet input. While some modeling and indi-30

rect observational evidence suggest dust activity can explain the seasonal trend9–15, no prior31

study has been able to unambiguously distinguish seasonal from dust-driven forcing. Here32

we present synoptic measurements of dust, temperature, ice, water, and hydrogen on Mars33

during a regional dust event, demonstrating that individual dust events can boost planetary H34

loss by a factor of 5-10. This regional storm occurred in the declining phase of the known sea-35

sonal trend, establishing that dust forcing can override this trend to drive enhanced escape.36

Because similar regional storms occur in most Mars years16, these storms may be responsible37

for a large fraction of Martian water loss, with implications for Mars atmospheric evolution38

and planetary habitability in general.39
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1 Hints at Dust-Driven Escape40

The desiccation and oxidation of Mars over the last 4.5 Gyr is a consequence of hydrogen loss41

to space, which was first constrained by the Mariner spacecraft17. This early work established42

a paradigm of slow and steady H loss with little variability7,8, which has been overturned with43

evidence for order-of-magnitude seasonal variations by Mars Express4, the Hubble Space Tele-44

scope3,5, and the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission6. These later mis-45

sions found that H loss from Mars peaks in Southern Summer, after perihelion, at rates 10-10046

times larger than those in Northern Summer.47

More recent investigations have explored forcing of H loss by attempting to quantify the48

impact of seasonal drivers and relatively rare planet-encircling (a.k.a. global) dust events on the49

availability of water at high altitudes. Because the data available to these studies covered a limited50

time period, the exact nature of the driving mechanisms was obscured and a unique attribution to51

seasonal vs. dust effects was not made. Heavens et al.10 examined the Mars Year 28 (2007) global52

dust event using a combination of dust and water ice cloud analysis and constraints from prior H53

loss estimates and found that global events have perhaps a factor of several effect on H loss (see54

also discussion of this result by Clarke18), but as the H loss was only observed to decrease simul-55

taneously with the decline of the storm, the end of southern summer, and an increase in Mars-Sun56

distance, the driver of the loss could not be uniquely determined. Observations of the Mars Year 3457

global event were more extensive, indicating atmospheric warming and subsequent enhancement58

of high-altitude water abundances, establishing that at least during global dust events water is not59

effectively cold trapped by declining temperatures with increasing altitude12,14,19. Finally, tidal20
60

and cloud21,22 observations suggest that water transport in general is strongly affected during global61

events, with the potential for enhanced loss. Recent observations from MAVEN’s mass spectrom-62

eter indicate higher abundances of H-bearing ions during Southern summer and some dust events,63

but do not constrain escaping hydrogen or dust abundances15.64

Multiple modeling studies have predicted elevated H loss as an indirect consequence of dust65

activity and the resulting greater abundance of high-altitude water. Chaffin et al.9 demonstrated66

via 1D photochemical modeling that high-altitude water concentrations of ∼100 ppm at 60 km ob-67

served by Maltagliati et al.2324 could induce more than a tenfold increase in H loss over the course68

of a week. Shaposhnikov et al.11 presented general circulation model calculations demonstrating69

that interhemispheric transport in Southern Summer lofts water to high altitudes, and that this cir-70

culation is intensified during global dust events. Most recently, Neary et al.13 presented global71

simulations including water photodissociation and H production demonstrating that the vertical72

extent of dust is a powerful control on the location of the hygropause and the ability of water to73

rise to altitudes where it is easily photodissociated.74

Our observations provide the first definitive measurements of H loss attributable to an indi-75

vidual lower atmospheric dust event, which we term ‘impulsive’ H loss. These observations were76

made during a an annually recurring C-type regional dust event (as defined in Kass et al.16), which77

occurred in late Southern Summer of Mars Year 34 (Ls 320 − 336, where the 360◦Ls calendar78

begins with 0◦ at the Mars Northern Vernal Equinox), January-February 2019. Because this storm79

occurred well after southern summer solstice and perihelion when the intense seasonal Hadley cir-80

culation in the lower atmosphere and EUV insolation of the upper atmosphere were in decline, we81

can attribute the effects we observe to dust, eliminating the ambiguity in causes associated with82
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prior observations of enhanced H loss.83

2 Observations of a Regional Dust Event84

We combine data and retrieved atmospheric parameters from four instruments on three spacecraft85

(Figure 1). The Mars Climate Sounder on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO/MCS)25 is an86

infrared radiometer observing the 0.3-45 µm spectral range from the surface to ∼90 km, retrieving87

atmospheric temperatures and dust and water ice opacities26,27. On the Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO)88

mission are the Atmospheric Chemistry Suite (ACS)28, and Nadir and Occultation for MArs Dis-89

covery (NOMAD)29, each of which obtains solar infrared absorption spectra at the terminator,90

retrieving water vapor to altitudes near 80 km12,14. Finally, MAVEN’s Imaging Ultraviolet Spec-91

trograph (IUVS)30 observes neutral hydrogen in the thermosphere and corona at altitudes greater92

than ∼100 km31. IUVS also observes the full disc of Mars, providing global images of clouds and93

dust. We present data from the Mars Year 34 C event alone because this is the only event in the94

MAVEN dataset for which coverage from all three spacecraft is available. Further details of the95

available dataset, observation geometry, and retrieval techniques employed by each instrument are96

provided in the supplementary material.97

In the lower atmosphere, MRO/MCS measurements show the regional dust event began near98

Ls 320 (Mars Year 34, 8 January 2019), close to the Acidalia-Chryse storm track ∼(22◦S, 32◦W).99

The event peaked near Ls 325 (15 January), and declined over the next 15 − 20◦Ls into mid-100

February. Although we cannot completely rule out all potential lingering effects of the preceding101

global storm, the atmosphere had largely returned to a typical seasonal state prior to the C event102

onset32. This regional event produced a ∼20 K temperature increase at the 5 Pa(∼50 km) level103

near the equator, with a ∼40 K increase at high Southern latitudes, followed by a similar and104

longer lasting increase near the North Polar vortex indicative of greatly increased interhemispheric105

circulation. These warmer conditions observed at all latitudes inhibited ice condensation, and total106

column water ice opacities dropped by a factor of three during the dust event. IUVS observed107

this decrease in equatorial ice as the disappearance of bright clouds capping the Tharsis volcanoes,108

which were visible above the Rayleigh scattering of the dense lower atmosphere before and after109

the event but not near its peak.110

In the middle atmosphere, TGO NOMAD and ACS observed little to no water at 60 km111

before the event. Within several sols after the dust was introduced, the mid-altitude water abun-112

dance increased by more than an order-of-magnitude to >100 ppm in both the ACS and NOMAD113

data, coinciding precisely with the disappearance of the equatorial clouds. Following the dust114

peak, the TGO orbit entered a period where no occultations were possible, introducing a gap in115

the timeline. After occultations resumed, NOMAD retrievals indicated elevated water abundances,116

peaking about a scale height lower than before the gap, well into the declining phase of the event.117

We provide comparisons between all retrieved water abundances as supplementary material.118

At the highest altitudes, MAVEN/IUVS observes Lyman alpha sunlight scattered by H in119

the thermosphere and exosphere, whose brightness is a tracer of H abundance. Simultaneous120

with the onset of the atmospheric warming, near Ls 322, coronal brightnesses decreased. This121

indicates suppressed H densities at high altitude resulting from less effective diffusive separation122

of the H above the homopause, due in turn to more efficient mixing at the higher thermospheric123

temperatures and CO2 densities resulting from the storm33,34, similar to decreases inferred during124
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space weather events35. Immediately afterward IUVS showed a 50% brightening at all altitudes,125

indicating an increase in H abundance resulting from chemical processing of mid-altitude water126

in the mesosphere and thermosphere. The fact that we are able to observe dimming from the127

dynamical process before the chemically-driven H increase indicates that thermal effects of the128

dust event precede chemical effects in influencing the thermosphere. The peak H response occurred129

nearly one week after water appeared at 60 km, roughly coincident with predictions of simple130

photochemical models9. Based on prior modeling of the optically thick Mars corona4,5,36,37, this131

50% brightening corresponds to a factor of 5-10 increase in the thermospheric H abundance and132

a corresponding increase in the H loss rate. Greatly enhanced proton aurora near 150 km in the133

IUVS observations independently attest to higher H loss, as the brighter aurora are best explained134

by a denser upstream corona more efficiently converting solar wind protons into energetic neutrals135

that collide with the thermosphere and emit Lyman alpha light38,39.136

3 Consequences for Mars Evolution137

The net result of the Mars Year 34 C-type event was a 5-10-fold increase in H loss across ∼ 20◦Ls138

(∼ 40 sols), reversing the declining seasonal trend (Figure 2). The H loss impact of individual139

events like this one is comparable to the known annual trend, which peaks in Southern Summer140

with loss rates at least 20 times higher than those in Southern Winter6. While it is likely the mag-141

nitude of the H loss response to dust events is controlled to some degree by their strength, this142

response is almost certainly nonlinear on the basis of the available evidence. During the Mars Year143

28 planet-encircling event, Heavens et al.10 used data from earlier H loss studies3,4 which demon-144

strated a factor of 10-100 decline in the wake of the Mars Year 28 storm, but could not constrain145

the onset of the storm due to a lack of coronal measuements. The Heavens study also inferred146

hygropause altitudes and water vapor concentrations at high altitude that are comparable to our147

measurements using indirect techniques that produce overestimates relative to TGO measurements148

(see Supplementary Material), indicating that some global events are no more effective at lofting149

water than regional storms. By contrast, during the Mars Year 34 planet-encircling event, middle150

atmosphere water abundances retrieved by ACS and NOMAD were 50-100% higher than the abun-151

dances we report for the regional event12,14, suggesting potentially higher H loss rates during that152

global event, for which we do not have H loss measurements. Restricting our attention to C-type153

events only, the Mars Year 34 event was among the strongest 25% of these events well measured154

from orbit40, suggesting that it might have a larger impact on loss than a typical C event. During155

Mars Year 33, a year with typical dust activity, indirect observations from Halekas6 suggest a 50%156

increase in coronal H inventory coincident with the timing of the C-type dust event, much smaller157

than the 5-10-fold increase we report here. However, the indirect technique employed by Halekas158

does not account for variations in atmospheric temperature known to accompany dust events33.159

The available data suggests that regional dust events on Mars have a significant and perhaps160

dominant impact on H escape. Comparing the Mars Year 28 global and the Mars Year 34 C-type161

event suggests that above a certain strength, dust events have a similar impact on H loss, with162

each event potentially producing a 50% increase in annual H loss over a hypothetical year with no163

coronal response. According to Kass et al.16, C-type and A-type dust activity capable of producing164

a significant northern temperature response due to enhanced interhemispheric circulation occur on165

average 1-2 times per Mars year, during which high-altitude water transport and H loss is likely to166

be enhanced across 15− 40◦Ls for A-type and 3− 15◦Ls for C-type events. B-type events are less167
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likely to drive enhanced loss because their impact is confined to the Southern hemisphere, though168

this has yet to be definitively established. While planet-encircling events typically last longer than169

regional events (45 − 60◦Ls), they occur only about every three Mars years40, so that their impact170

on H loss is likely to be comparable to or smaller than that of A- and C-type regional events, if all171

such regional events have a similar effect on H loss.172

Future work should focus on establishing the mechanism for water lofting during dust events173

using both observations and modeling. While dust heating will certainly increase the altitude of the174

hygropause, it is not yet clear how water is actually transported to middle and upper atmospheric175

altitudes. Several proposals exist, including orographic lifting and dusty deep convection41. Based176

on the strong H loss response we observe to middle atmospheric water, water transport to the177

middle atmosphere is likely the limiting step in the H escape chain, rather than the dissociation of178

water into H and O, the diffusion of H through the thermosphere, or the energization of escaping H179

atoms. These other processes should all respond roughly linearly to an influx of water from below,180

as water is optically thin to dissociation on its topside and H is a minor species. In determing181

the mechanism of water transport, particular emphasis should be brought to bear on understanding182

any possible mechanistic differences between water lofting at the time of seasonally-strongest183

circulation strength, during global dust storms, and during regional dust storms. For modeling184

work, it should be noted that observed dust-driven circulation induced temperature enhancements185

near the winter pole (∼40 K for our regional storm and ∼55 K for the Mars Year 34 global storm42)186

are typically much larger than models (∼16 K in Shaposhnikov et al.11 and ∼20 K in Neary et187

al.13), hinting that models underpredict the circulation strength of the Mars atmosphere during at188

least some dust events and might therefore also underpredict H loss.189

Beyond desiccation, regional dust events are a source of oxidizing power to the planet. While190

all H is lost to space, O can be lost both to space and the Martian crust. Desiccation results from H191

loss to space no matter the O loss, and oxidation results from more H lost to space than twice the192

O loss. Our results demonstrate a large enhancement in H loss together with a likely decrease in O193

loss due to warmer, more collisional thermospheric conditions33,43. Total loss from the atmosphere194

has to be in the 2:1 stoichiometric ratio of water in a steady state with no species other than H and195

O escaping and water the only condensable species containing both H and O. With elevated H loss196

during the storm, more O is left in the atmosphere, which oxidizes the system at least temporarily.197

Either escape under other conditions is slightly reducing, making up the 2:1 balance over a longer198

time period, or the O ends up oxidizing the crust. Current estimates of total loss put the H:O escape199

ratio close to 2:1 on average2; based on our estimated 10x increase in H loss during the event, and200

assuming no change in O loss (which is driven by the dissociative recombination of the dominant201

O+
2 ion and unresponsive to H photochemistry44,45), the ratio of escape in dust events is likely 10:1202

or larger. This excess indicates that H and O loss should not be taken as balanced on seasonal or203

interannual timescales (as has been assumed by some studies46), but only on the closure timescale204

of all relevant forcing (the steady-state timescale of Fox & Hać47), which may not exist.205

The time variation of H loss in the geologically recent past is unknown and likely to be206

strongly affected by the obliquity of Mars, which is variable on timescales longer than 10,000207

years48. At high obliquity, increased interhemispheric circulation could loft more water to high208

altitude, potentially increasing H loss. At low obliquity, the opposite could occur, with water and209

CO2 freezing out at the poles49 and a generally weaker general circulation. Because the long-term210
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average obliquity of the planet is higher than the present value, it is likely that H loss measured211

today is a lower limit on the time-averaged loss rate. Long-term variations in the argument of212

perihelion would also contribute to a change in the seasonal cycle, though it is likely that the213

topographic asymmetry of the Northern and Southern hemisphere would result in high altitude214

water and enhanced H loss in Southern Summer rather than at perihelion50.215

On early Mars, the atmosphere was thick enough to support abundant surface liquid water,216

and may have been thick enough to limit H loss. In dense atmospheres, the temperature profile is217

set by greenhouse gas radiative-convective balance, as opposed to the dust-controlled temperature218

profile of the present-day Mars atmosphere. An early thick atmosphere would likely have had a219

much more effective cold trap, as is the case today at Earth, strictly limiting the ability of dust to220

raise atmospheric temperatures and enhance H loss. In addition, the wetter surface would have221

been less conducive to fine dust formation. This suggests that H loss may have reached a tipping222

point: as the atmosphere thinned due to other escape processes, it crossed a threshold at which dust223

events could drive loss. Significant advances in our understanding will be required to determine224

whether all Mars-sized planets follow a similar trajectory.225
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Figure 1: Atmospheric response to the Mars Year 34 C regional dust event. From bottom
to top: dust observed by MCS induces a large change in mid-atmosphere temperatures and
intensifies interhemispheric circulation, inhibiting ice condensation. IUVS observes equato-
rial clouds capping the Tharsis volcanoes before and after but not during the event. TGO
observes the water that would have condensed into clouds at higher altitudes during the
event, peaking ∼1 week after the beginning of the event. IUVS observes hydrogen increase
in brightness by ∼50% as a result of this event, consistent with a factor of several increase
in H loss. Geometry of the IUVS and TGO observations is provided in the Supplementary
Material. Because this event occurred well after southern summer solstice and perihelion, we
can conclude that the increase in H loss is controlled by dust dynamics rather than seasonal
changes.
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Figure 2: Paradigm for dust-driven and seasonal vs. impulsive escape at Mars. (left) In the
traditional scheme, H loss is regulated by the slow-and-steady diffusion of molecular hydro-
gen to the upper atmosphere, with minimal changes in the loss rate with season or lower
atmospheric conditions. In the emerging paradigm for H loss, seasonal or impulsive changes
in dust can loft water to high altitude where it can directly boost escape. (top right) H loss
from Mars peaks in Southern Summer because of seasonal changes associated with the
solstice and perihelion, increased interhemispheric circulation, greater average dust activity,
and greater insolation. (bottom right) For this work, we are able to distinguish impulsive loss
due to the C-type dust event from seasonal loss because this event and its associated H loss
enhancement occurred in the declining phase of the known seasonal trend. Determining the
conditions under which impulsive H loss dominates seasonal or quiescent loss should be a
focus of ongoing and future studies.
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Supplementary Material426

1 Observation Geometry427

While the Mars Reconaissaince Orbiter and Trace Gas orbiter mission are in relatively stable orbits428

designed for consistent remote sensing, MAVEN’s orbit precesses with time to facilitate broad429

sampling of the atmosphere with its suite of in-situ instruments. This limits the availability of430

coronal observations useful for constraining H loss with IUVS.431

Coronal observations are made on the outbound and inbound segments of MAVEN’s ellipti-432

cal orbit, when H Lyman alpha can be observed at high altitude. These observations can be used to433

constrain H loss when MAVEN’s apoapsis is on the dayside at relatively low latitude. As shown in434

Figure 3, this configuration has occurred only rarely over the course of the MAVEN mission, most435

notably during the MY34 C storm that we report on here. Earlier occurrences of this observation436

geometry did not have corresponding TGO data.437

Figure 3: Geometry of MAVEN apoapsis location throughout the MAVEN mission. MAVEN
orbit numbers and Earth Year/Month dates are shown on the bottom axis, with Mars Year
and Ls on the top axis. The purple/pink and green curves show the location of MAVEN’s
apoapsis in solar zenith angle (SZA) and geographic latitude, respectively. The tan curve
shows the latitude of the subsolar point. Intermittent spacecraft activities such as MAVEN
Deep Dips (DD-X), Earth-Sun-Mars conjunctions, and the recent aerobraking campaigns are
also indicated. IUVS Stellar occultation campaigns are indicated with the star icons. Time
periods useful for IUVS H loss measurements occur when apoapsis SZA and latitude are
both close to zero and occur relatively rarely in the dataset.

Zooming in on the time period presenting in the paper, Figure 4 shows the geometry of438

the TGO and MAVEN observations during the study period of the Mars Year 34 C storm. The439

regularity of the MRO/MCS observations obviates the need for visualization, as these observations440

occur at 3PM across all latitudes and have been zonally averaged across all longitudes.441

2 MCS Data Processing442

MCS (Mars Climate Sounder) has 9 spectral channels from 0.3 to 45 µm1. MCS measures limb (or443

horizon) radiances from the surface to ∼90 km with ∼5 km vertical resolution provided by arrays444

of 21 detectors for each channel and acquires on-planet observations. MCS is on MRO (Mars445

Reconnaissance Orbiter) and observes the atmosphere at ∼3 pm (daytime) and ∼3 am (nighttime)446

globally on a daily basis2. Geophysical profiles of temperature, dust opacity (at 22 µm), and water447

ice (at 12 µm) as well as surface brightness temperature are retrieved from the radiances using a448

2-D radiative transfer code3–5. (The MCS opacities can be converted to visible opacities with a449
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Figure 4: Geometry of TGO and IUVS observations shown in Figure 1. Points show the Mars
surface geometry of the point along the observation line of sight with minimum ray height.
For TGO, occultations are made in both hemispheres, but Figure 1 shows only Southern
Hemisphere data. MCS observations are made at 3 PM across all latitudes, and zonally
averaged across longitudes, and so are not shown here. Both TGO and IUVS observing
geometry evolved with time over the period of the study, with minimal impact on the conclusion
that regional storms can make possible large amounts of high-altitude water that subsequently
increases coronal H abundances and loss rates.

multiplying factor of 7.3 for dust and 3.3 for water ice4). The specific retrievals used in this work450

are optimized for the retrieval of dust opacity profiles under major dust storm conditions6. The451

aerosol opacity profiles are integrated (after being extended will mixed to the surface for dust) to452

obtain the column opacities used in this work.453

The individual retrieved profiles are then used to calculate a zonal mean value through bin-454

ning (bin size is 5° in latitude by 2◦ in Ls) to match the MCS coverage patterns7. This was per-455

formed for the temperatures on the 5 Pa pressure surface (∼ 50 km above the surface) as well as456

the dust and ice column values. The dust column opacity values were filtered to removed CO2 ice.457

3 NOMAD Data Processing458

The vertical profiles of water vapor volume mixing retrieved by the NOMAD SO data shown in459

this study were presented in Aoki et al.8. Here, a brief summary of the retrieval method is de-460

scribed. The NOMAD spectra in the diffraction order 134 (3011-3035 cm−1) and 168 (3775-3805461

cm−1), that includes strong H2O lines, were processed. The retrievals were performed with the462

ASIMUT-ALVL radiative transfer and inversion code9. H2O, and CO2 molecules absorption were463

taken into account in the radiative transfer calculation and the absorption coefficients were cal-464

culated using the following spectroscopic database: HITRAN 2016 database10 for CO2, and the465

water line list for CO2-rich atmospheres by Gamache et al.11 for H2O. The temperature, pressure,466

and CO2 volume mixing ratio of the simulated atmosphere was obtained from the Global Envi-467

ronmental Multiscale Mars model (GEM-Mars)12 which takes into account the effects of the dust468

storms in MY3413. The retrievals were performed using the Optimal Estimation Method (OEM)14
469

for each spectrum at each tangential altitude independently. The retrieved abundances from each470

diffraction order were finally averaged with an interval of 1 km to obtain the vertical profiles. A471

complete datasets retrieved from the NOMAD measurements are available on the BIRA-IASB data472

repository: http://repository.aeronomie.be/?doi=10.18758/71021054.473
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4 ACS Data Processing474

The procedure to obtain the water mixing ratio profiles from the occultation data is described by475

Fedorova et al.15. The CO2 and H2O abundances from respectively the 1.57 and 1.38 µm spectral476

regions are measured in parallel with a slight altitude shift due to sequential measurements of the477

diffraction orders, which is accounted for using interpolation. A forward model of transmission is478

computed using a look-up-table of absorption cross-sections (as a function of pressure and temper-479

ature) for a corresponding number of atmospheric layers (40 to 130 depending on orbit), using the480

spectral line parameters from the HITRAN 2016 database10 with a correction coefficient of 1.7 for481

the H2O broadening in CO2-dominated atmosphere and self-broadening in the case of CO2.482

To get temperature and pressure, the model fitting is performed on the data of the diffraction483

order 49 (6318−6387 cm−1), which covers a CO2 absorption band, including multiple temperature484

sensitive lines with different groundstate energy (E ′′). We use a Levenberg-Marquardt iterative485

scheme14 and Tikhonov regularization to smooth the profile and minimize the uncertainties16,17.486

The hydrostatic equilibrium was taking into account to constrain simultaneous retrieval of tem-487

perature and pressure15. The initial temperature, pressure and CO2 volume mixing ratio profiles488

were taken from the Martian Climate Database MCD 5.3 profiles18. The retrieval algorithm con-489

verges within 4-6 iterations independently of initial assumptions. The H2O number density and490

VMR are retrieved applying a similar retrieval procedure to the spectra in the diffraction order 56491

(7217− 7302 cm−1 encompassing the 1.38-µm water vapor band. Only one free parameter vector492

is retrieved (the H2O VMR) with the pressure and temperature profile from order 49. The uncer-493

tainty on the retrieved quantities is given by the covariance matrix of the solution. We also account494

for the Jacobian errors due to the retrieved T and P. For water vapor, the retrieval accuracy sharply495

depends on the aerosol loading, and, for a clear atmosphere (with an optical depth 0.2), remains496

better than 1 ppmv at 10-50 km.497

5 IUVS Data Processing498

Data reduction procedures for H Lyman alpha data are identical to those described in Chaffin et499

al.19. We present outlimb and outcorona data available on the PDS Atmospheres Node, Version 13,500

Revision 01. For the outlimb data presented, we use only the last outlimb scan, which underlies501

the outcorona scan. The Lyman alpha brightness observed by MAVEN is a function of the H502

abundance and the solar brightness, which we correct for using the MAVEN-measured brightness503

of the Sun20. Because Mars H Lyman alpha is optically thick, some of the variation we observe is504

also due to the viewing geometry. These observations occurred as MAVEN’s orbit apoapsis was505

slowly evolving in the vicinity of the subsolar point, minimizing geometrical effects.506
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6 Comparison of Water Retrievals from TGO and MCS507

Figure 5: Comparison of middle atmosphere water retrievals. From top to bottom, water
retrieved in the Northern Hemisphere by ACS and NOMAD; MCS water retrievals using the
methods of Heavens et al.21; and Southern Hemisphere water retrievals from ACS and NO-
MAD. Data presented in the text comes from the Southern Hemisphere, from ACS before
Ls 330, and from NOMAD afterward. Color scales are unique to each instrument for clarity,
but because these schemes are perceptual the perceived darkness in each panel is a trust-
worthy indicator of the water abundance retrieved. ACS retrieved abundances are higher than
NOMAD abundances and display larger variations; MCS retrievals are higher than both and
limited in altitude range.

A comparison of water retrievals during the event is shown in Figure 5. In the text we present508

Southern Hemisphere retrievals from both TGO instruments, selecting ACS before Ls330 and NO-509

MAD thereafter. Both instruments show the same overall variations, with ACS retrieving more510

water near the surface and at altitude during the dust event than NOMAD. NOMAD retrievals ex-511

tend closer to the gap in observations than ACS, permitting detection of high altitude water in the512

declining phase of the storm near Ls335. Water estimates retrieved from MCS data using assumed513

saturation conditions are mostly higher than the more direct measurements of ACS and NOMAD,514

suggesting either that water was not saturated in the regions where MCS retrievals were possible,515

or that fast diurnal variation in high-altitude water is required to explain the discrepancy between516
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the datasets. Near the peak of the event the absence of clouds on which the MCS retrieval depends517

introduces noise into this retrieval.518
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